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in what would have been a necessarily selective process mirroring that of 

researchers using the archive, we started thinking about the wor kings of 

the archive itself. Our ‘behind the scenes’ guide explained the pro cess of 

ordering documents from an online catalogue and the sub se quent re trie

val and transportation from the strong rooms to the reading room via a 

pur posebuilt, Swissmade train. It was stipulated by the ar chi ve’s em plo

yee guidelines that this process, which interestingly is called a produc

tion, should be completed within an hour. So what we encoun te red was 

a neoFordist production line, where – as befits our socalled information 

age – data is the commodity on the conveyer belt. Of course, the train

system that runs through the entire building was also a readymade cine

matic track. Our intervention was thus almost predetermined: we remo

ved one of the train carriages and mounted two cameras – one fa cing 

forward and one facing backward – and sent it on an hourlong rol ler

coaster ride through the guts of the archive, trailing documents from the 

strong rooms, along corridors, above ceilings, behind walls and out into 

the hubbub of the public reading rooms. 

The resulting footage – two single takes – was striking in its ‘mechanical’ 

clunkiness as well as its insistence on the partly material, partly abstract 

aspects of the fabric of the building itself. The cameras recorded – in dis

cri minately – what cannot be seen by the human eye, and seemed to per

form a kind of rematerialization which gains significance in the di gital age 

when much of the archive’s holdings are available online. While this ubi

qui tous trend towards access perhaps redresses the old imbalance of the 

two archival tasks of storage and retrieval, it also strikes me that, with 

the dematerialization of archives in the process of their digitization, there 

also emerges a need to reassess the material qualities of the document 

it self. For, the document is not only an original witness, but more im por

tantly, it bears a potent inscription of something beyond the information 

contained therein; that is, a message which always needs to be deciphered 

anew, a latency of meaning which cannot be transferred to its digital twin, 

for it is tied to the historical present of the document rather than the past 

it is supposed to contain. This (Benjaminian) ‘nowness’ of history, i.e. 

the fact that history is a concern of the present rather than an interest in 

the past, seems to be contained, to a certain extent at least, in the sheer 
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—
Hr / 18.09.2009 08:00

dear Uriel
My summer was good and non-academic! 

I’m very happy to take you up on your invitation and look forward to 

exploring some fields of interest with you. Apart from questions around 

education I am currently concerned with questions around the demate

ria lization of art. Data archives seem to be taking the place of images and 

objects. With the motto ‘a discourse instead of an exhibition’, the Som

mer Akademie 2009 is a telling example. How and why does the status 

of the visual change? Is there a coun termovement to the socalled ‘Iconic 

Turn’? Or is the status of images and objects enhanced by their withdrawal 

and stylized into tropes of pathos? Is the ‘dataturn’ an academization of 

art itself, due to the expanding education industry? Your work is of par

ticular interest to me, because it seems to disregard these false antagonisms. 

How exactly? Here I would like to understand more. 

Next week I will be away in New York, but we can get started when I come 

back. How about beginning with a specific example of yours? 

Greetings to Yerevan, 
Hans rudolf

—
UO / 16.11.2009 17:44

dear hans rUdOlf
Great that we can finally get going! 

Here’s a work that could be seen as taking part in the data trend as well 

as problematizing it. 

Satellite Contact is a twoscreen video installation I made with the artist 

Ruth Maclennan in response to an invitation from the UK’s National Ar

 chives. Rather than using its overwhelming collection of 11 million do

cu  ments ranging from the Doomsday Book to modern government pa pers, 
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ma terial fact of both the document and the archive as a whole. Hence our 

decision to avoid using or showing any document per se, however com

pelling that might have been…

Best wishes
Uriel

—
Hr / 09.12.2009 11:29

hellO Uriel:

My argument should not be based on a simple nostalgia for the visual; it 

is more about the deconstructive power of visuals in a databased world. 

I completely agree with you in saying that Satellite Contact is both dea ling 

with the archive and problematizing it: The archive gets revealed in its 

phy  sical aspects as a mechanical system of transportation by means of 

another technical device: the camera. But of course our traditional notion 

of machinery is dissolving. A digital tool no longer corresponds to former 

ideas of an engine with switches and transformer belts. Dematerialization 

has become a prevailing quality of everyday experience now; we no lon ger 

live in ‘Modern Times’. In fact, modernism itself was from its very be gin

ning deeply rooted within immaterial concepts such as the atomic model 

and the notion of the ‘unconscious’ that emerged at that same his toric 

moment, during the first years of the 20th century. Kandinsky’s ‘internal 

necessity’ and Klee’s theory of the ‘idea / arrow’ (Gedanke / Pfeil) res pon

ded to a particular challenge to art: basic categories of reality could no 

lon ger be seen, but operated outside of our physical vision. It is only de

ca des later that traces of the atomic theories could actually be ob served.

So I think your work is a surprisingly ‘visual’ way of dealing with the func

tions of an archive in the webdriven world of wikis. The apparently ‘ana

chronistic’ strategy of recording images in a storagecomplex dismantles 

the function of an archive as a primary structure of memory, thought and 

control. The process of recording consciously misses the document. Put

ting one camera in front and one in the rear of the document box on its 

way through the building is not only visually fascinating, it follows an 
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interesting concept. The empty box for documents is the black box of the 

document. Benjamin, referring to the Messianic concept of Judaism, never 

understood history as a mass of registered items, but as the sudden mo

ment of awakening from a dream. You now perpetuate this momentin

between: in between looking back and looking ahead. On these ca me ras’ 

trail, history never – or potentially always – happens. Why are archives still 

collecting abundant quantities of documents? It is not only about me re 

quantity, but about the gesture of selection, the decisions of in clu sion or 

exclusion. In his essay ‘Die Wertgrenze zwischen kulturellem Archiv und 

profanem Raum,’ Boris Groys stresses the difference between the ar chive 

and ‘profane space’, which is the heterogeneous space of the ‘un worthy’, 

the uninteresting’, the noncultural values: ‘Der profane Raum ist äußerst 

heterogen, da er aus den verschiedensten Dingen und den ver schiedenen 

Gepflogenheiten des Umgangs mit ihnen besteht. Die Dinge des profanen 

Raums werden nicht eigens aufbewahrt, wenn sie nicht durch Zufall er

halten bleiben, verschwinden sie im Lauf der Zeit. (…) Der pro fane 

Raum besteht aus allem Wertlosen, Unscheinbaren, Uninteressanten, 

Ausserkulturellen, Irrelevanten und – Vergänglichen. Doch gerade der 

profane Raum dient als Reservoir für potentiell neue kulturelle Werte, da 

er in bezug auf die valorisierten Archivalien der Kultur das Andere ist.’ 

(‘Profane space is extremely heterogeneous since it consists of the most 

diverse objects and the most diverse ways of addressing them. Objects in 

profane spaces are in themselves not preserved, and will disappear with 

time unless they’re preserved by coincidence (…) Profane space consists 

of all things worthless, inconspicuous, uninteresting, extracultural, irre

levant  and transient. But it’s particularly profane space which serves as 

a reservoir for potentially new cultural values, for with respect to the va

lorized archives of Culture they constitute the Other’. Boris Groys, ‘Die 

Wert grenze zwischen kulturellem Archiv und profanem Raum’, in: Boris 

Groys, Über das Neue, Versuch einer Kulturökonomie, München / Wien 

1992, p. 56).

That’s exactly why Benjamin insists on the importance of neglected de

tails for the rereading of history. In your piece, the missing space, bet ween 

the two moving visual fields of the cameras, could be the site of a selected 

document. This blank might be something of interest. Instead you show 
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the construction of the archive itself as a profane space. Your ways of 

seeing do have a strong analytical impact. We should never con struct a 

false opposition between ways of seeing and ways of thinking. You put 

us right back on a curvy track.

Best
Hans rudolf

—
UO / 16.11.2009 17:44

dear hans rUdOlf:

The second body of work I wanted to introduce is The Benin Project, and 

more specifically 110 Years and Worldwide Benin. Both of these pieces 

emerged as a direct result of archival research at the British Museum and 

elsewhere, prior to my trip to Benin City in Nigeria, where I made a series 

of other works. 

Worldwide Benin is a roll call of over 500 museums and collections – from 

the British Museum to André Breton – holding the artifacts famously 

looted by the British from Benin in 1897 and since dispersed worldwide. 

The video shows a blank, black screen with the names of the museums 

or collectors appearing as a kind of explanatory infoband at the bottom. 

This is accompanied by an ‘abstract’, metalcoloured vinyl wallpiece which 

represents a map of the world, drawn by connecting these colle c tions with 

each other. 

110 Years is a series of 28 lineblock engravings that use descriptions of 

the Benin bronze plaques in exhibition catalogues, auction brochures and 

museum displays from 1897 to 2007. The text, originally part of a le gend, 

is now placed at the top of the page, as an image. The whole series be

comes a kind of historical index of the gaze, showing, as it were, how 

these objects were perceived. 

 

In an exhibition context, these two works are often shown in conjunction 

with the photoessay of my encounter with the current king of Benin in 



The Visitor, and the 7screen video installation Lost Wax, which shows 

closeups of contemporary brasscasters making new ‘Benin bronzes’ using 

the ancient lost wax technique and recycled metal from the West. In fact, 

the modular combination of several works that employ different media 

and methodologies has become an increasingly important aspect of my 

practice. In this case, what runs through all the works, is the visual ab

sence of the original Benin artifacts that were stolen. Instead, we have an 

enumeration of where they are now, a series of descriptions that tell us 

how they were seen, a contemporary conversation about them in the 

royal palace in Benin and a visual and auditory meditation on (re)making 

them. 

So what is the status of the information presented here? What is at stake 

in the replacement of the image with language? While some of these stra

te gies are recurring in different guises across different works, there is al

ways a particular specificity involved. Here, this includes the attempt to 

get around the exoticization (or African equivalent of ‘orientalism’) that 

would accompany any image of these artworks. Moreover, I’m interested 

in the power of simple lists to point to a complex network of meanings. 

An interviewee in a previous work of mine, Housed Memory, a 9hour 

long video about a Holocaust archive put this very succinctly when, re

fer ring to the daily lists of deportations or suicides in a ‘diary’ kept in the 

Lodz ghetto, she pointed out that sometimes the lack of drama is the 

whole drama. Similarly, one could perhaps say, sometimes the lack of 

image is more evocative than an image itself. But for me, the question is 

not really image or no image, but rather an engagement with an ethics of 

the image, a responsibility towards the image, and in turn the attempt to 

engage the viewer through this ethic, this web of responsibility. Even Lost 

Wax, which is purely visual and auditory, using no language, shares a cer

tain matteroffactness with the other works. And finally, what per haps 

all these works share is a relation to the literal (but without excluding the 

sensory or experiential). I see this as distinct from any form of realism or 

documentary approach. But perhaps this is for another email…

Warm wishes to Berne, 
Uriel

8382
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space should speak on multiple layers. Otherwise I prefer to read my books 

in the bathtub.

We should avoid any dichotomy between reflection and gaze, as the pre

face to the reader ‘Visualizing Theory’ stresses: ‘This volume does not sig  nal 

a return to the etymological equivalence between theorizing and ga zing 

(theorein, to gaze upon). It engages with their reciprocities – the vi sual

sensual in the theoretical no less than the theoretical in the visual.’ 

(‘Visualizing Theory’, Selected Essays From V.A.R. 1990 – 1994, edited 

by Lucien Taylor, New York 1994, p. XII)

110 Years addresses the visual through the textual in at least two ways: 

by evoking images of the absent objects with descriptions, but even more 

by exposing the metaphoric unconscious in scientific language itself: ‘The 

leopard hunt is remarkable for the original use of synoptic vision – the 

ve ge tation seen as though from above, the leopards in profile and the 

Por tu guese hunters somewhere between the two – producing an effect 

sug ges tive of a fine mediaeval tapestry /…/ The maker of this bronze plaque 

shows him as far more than human as he swings two leopards by their 

tails. His feet are shown as the heads of two catfish – one of the legends 

about an early Oba’. These notes evoke and comment on the missing 

images. Once the subtitles are detached from the image, we are no longer 

able to com pare the ‘read’ with the ‘seen’, but we start to imagine. The 

notes re frame the reader’s own imageproduction, its orientaliststyle 

undercurrents. We might be instantly ready with a rational and politically 

correct cri ti que on the notes, but we might also be surprised by our own 

imagination.

– We could now continue with your ‘engagement with an ethics of the 

image, a responsibility towards the image, and in turn the attempt to 

engage the viewer through this ethics, this web of responsibility.’ Didi

Huberman could be a starting point for me here.

– ‘What Do Artists Know?’ Thomas Schütte once asked me: ‘What do 

you know firsthand?’ This one shocked me because it raises the question 

of direct experience and reliance on media, on the archives of social know

ledge. ‘What does art know?’ will be the next shift, the question that brings 

us back to the independent, unforeseen and uncontrolled power of art.

Warm regards

PS: Some of the questions I have been thinking about recently, but have 

consciously avoided addressing headon, are: what is the status of re search 

in socalled researchbased art? Or the other way round: how might art 

af fect other research areas (such as history or ethnography…)? And 

connec ted to this: what kind of knowledge does art produce and, more 

importantly, how? Terms like ‘knowledge production’ and ‘know ledge 

eco nomy’ are very much du jour… James Elkins was scheduled to give a 

lecture at this year’s Frieze Art Fair entitled ‘What Do Artists Know?’, 

where, had he not missed his plane, he would have discussed the kinds of 

information contemporary artists both need and know… What is also 

interesting is the fact that a commercial art fair hosts such talks in the first 

place.

—
Hr / 09.12.2009 11:29

For me the one key term you’ve used regarding your Benin project is ‘pre

sentation’. Once texts or lists or graphics are introduced in an installation 

they become lines to be read, but they equally obtain a specific iconic 

quality. Indeed, not to show images of the Benin artifacts in the artworld 

once again is a very precise iconographic decision, since it underlines the 

precarious ways of reading a stolen and dispersed culture. 

Of course you are right in saying, ‘that sometimes the lack of image is 

more evocative than an image itself’. In ‘Images malgré tout’ (Paris, 2003) 

Georges DidiHuberman analyzed the very complex and paradoxical 

quality of pho to graphic images under extreme conditions such as the 

Auschwitz camp. He denies the easy skepticism towards notions of what 

cannot be repre sen ted and cannot be imagined. The limits of what an 

image can ‘say’, and its abuse as a fetish of the documentary, should not 

be mis un der stood. But in your presentation, you provoke a different, non

linear and nonaffirmative kind of reading. The framing uses a visual de

vice to transform the status of a text. 

My problem when it comes to pure data in art is the naïve mode of pre

sen tation and the unreflecting status of information. The presentation in 
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Soviet Russia. I keep thinking about the closed eyes of these masks, the 

way they seem to look inward, refusing to engage with the present, to 

return the gaze and instead seem to dream about past and future, without 

allowing us access to either. The masks are an anachronism themselves, 

made in the first Soviet, decades after photography had replaced the prac

tice of the death mask as a memento mori. Who insisted on having them 

made, and why? Death has levelled their lives, passions and achievements. 

For us now, it is the list of names that creates a spiral of associations: 

Eisenstein, Lenin, Tolstoy, Mayakovsky, and only two women, Lenin’s 

sister and his wife Krupskaya. I’ve taken photographs of the deathmasks, 

indexes of the indexical imprint of the plaster casts, and am now working 

on a series of drawings, or tracings, rather, which create a third layer of 

indexicality. 

The other work is a video which takes as its starting point Mush, a hou

sing project just outside Gyumri, named after the once flourishing Arme

nian town in Eastern Anatolia, which in 1915 became the site of massac

res and deportations during the Armenian genocide. Construction of the 

‘new’ Mush began a few months after the major Spitak earthquake of 

De cember 1988 destroyed much of Gyumri’s Sovietstyle housing blocks 

and left thousands homeless. Promised by Gorbachev to be completed 

within two years, construction of the new suburb eventually came to an 

abrupt halt as the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991 and the Russian con

struc tion workers were recalled to Moscow. The newly independent 

Armenian state did not have the means to finish this ambitious housing 

project and it has since remained in a ghostly state of incompletion. The 

blank, black stare of the glassless window frames have a different rela

tionship to history and to the blind gaze of the death masks. They seem 

to look onto an eternal present, stuck between a past that is still waiting 

to happen and a future that is already over, a time outofjoint (Hamlet). 

The buildings, in various states of semiconstruction, are ruinsinreverse, 

oscillating between the notyet and the nolonger. They are not buildings 

from which life has departed, but are still waiting for life to arrive (and 

it does: in the form of birds and dogs, as well as people eking out an exis

tence in these remains). But it is not just the temporality, the inverse ruin 

and the outofjointness of time that interest me. Also, spatially, Mush 

Hans rudolf
—
UO / 08.12.2009 19:43

hellO hans rUdOlf

I like your notion of a nonaffirmative presentation and reading and was 

recently thinking of DidiHuberman’s ideas from ‘Images malgré tout’ in 

re  lation to Harun Farocki’s film Respite (2007), in which he lite rally pre

sents silent black and white footage from Westerbork, originally a Dutch 

refugee camp established in 1939 for Jews fleeing Germany, and after the 

occupation of Holland in 1942, turned into a ‘transit camp’ by the Nazis. 

The footage was commissioned by the camp commander in 1944 and 

shows inmates at work, staging a play and working out. But it also shows 

the deportations. The filmmaker Rudolph Breslauer was transferred to 

Auschwitz before the film was completed, along with everyone featured 

in the footage. Farocki’s intervention in the footage is simple yet radical. 

He edits it and intersperses it with intertitles, which provide us with back

ground information and interpretations of what we are seeing. At first 

the information on the camp and the prisoners challenges the documentary 

facticity of the image and lends narrative to what has been silenced. 

However, these facts, and our newly informed reading of the images, are 

complicated further by repetitions of previously shown shots with more 

personal intertitles that in turn challenge any simple archival truth. What 

emerges is a layered web of meaning, which we, the viewers, have to ne

gotiate. The ethics of the image here means that the responsibility towards 

such footage (including the danger of becoming ‘a fetish of the docu men

tary’) is shared by both Farocki and the viewers, and neither the images 

themselves nor anything we know about them will do away with this. 

In my own work, I am currently grappling with a different but related set 

of questions. I am working on material from my residency in Armenia. 

Most of it focuses on two sites in and around the northern city of Gyumri 

near the Georgian and Turkish border (and previously called Alexandropol 

and Leninakan, depending on the ruling powers). The first is an archive 

of sorts: a oneroom museum devoted to about fifty death masks made 

by Sergey Merkurov, an Armenianborn sculptor who worked mainly in 
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seems to be a phantom of another Mush, peopled by the ghosts of another 

community beyond the contemporary border nearby… The na ming itself 

is full of this ambiguity; is it homesickness for a former home or nationalist 

yearning for a reunited territory? And what does it mean to commemorate 

the loss of life in a natural catastrophe with a previous loss of life through 

organized expulsion and mass killing of a people?

I find it difficult to say more about the work itself, as it is still in progress, 

and ideas are articulated in the making of the work. However, Schütte’s 

question, ‘What do you know firsthand?’ is of course very present and 

also makes me think of the fetish of authentic experience in contemporary 

art. Perhaps this is the other side of globalization: with the global distri

bu tion of goods and information, when everything and every place is 

within reach (at least to some), when the lines between centre and peri

phery are blurred and the notion of a supposedly untainted, authentic 

iden tity is no longer tenable (if it ever was), a new, post postcolonial ethics 

is emerging, which also changes the very notion of firsthand experience 

and responsibility. The work of Francis Alÿs comes to mind in this res

pect. Indeed, perhaps art knows more about this, or in a different way, 

than other domains.

All the best
Uriel
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